CGH of microdissected Kaposi's sarcoma lesions reveals recurrent loss of chromosome Y in early and additional chromosomal changes in late tumour stages.
It is still unclear if Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) is a monoclonal cell proliferation or a polyclonal, hyperplastic, reactive process. Reports on KS cytogenetics are few and restricted to late stage disease and cell lines. We analysed 27 KS, early and late, AIDS related (AKS) and endemic (EKS) by laser microdissection, global DNA amplification and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH). Loss of Y chromosome was detected in 20/23 male KS, which was the only recurrent chromosomal aberration in all nine male early (patch) KS. Only one patch EKS showed in addition to the Y loss a loss of Xq. Late (nodular) AKS and EKS showed recurrent copy number changes in chromosomes 16, 17, 21, X and Y, as well as other random changes. The loss of chromosome 16, 17 and Y was confirmed by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) on paraffin sections. EKS showed a higher number of chromosomal abnormalities than AKS, indicating that rapid growth of AKS is less dependent on genetic changes than is EKS, possibly because of the immunosuppressed host environment in AKS. Clonal loss of chromosome Y was detected in all early male KS, while additional chromosomal aberrations appeared during development to late KS. This increase in chromosomal abnormalities during tumour growth indicates genetic instability and the selection of survival cell clones establishing late, aggressive sarcoma growth. Our data support the view that KS (in males) develops into a clonal tumour yet initially is a hyperplastic reactive cell proliferation.